The design and evaluation of traffic conflict detection and resolution systems requires the use of analytical models that describe encounter dynamics and the costs and benefits of avoidance actions. A number of such models have been applied in the past to the problem, but there has been no cohesive discussion or comparative evaluation of these approaches. Each method has benefits and limitations, and future efforts may be facilitated by combining the best features of different techniques. This paper presents a summary of conflict detection and resolution modeling approaches. Modeling techniques are categorized and the fundamental assumptions, capabilities, and limitations of each approach are described. The methods are evaluated and compared based on their applicability to free flight traffic conflict situations.
Introduction
Under proposed air traffic management concepts such as Free Flight, current methods of traffic separation through the use of a rigid airway structure and in-trail spacing would be relaxed. 1 Consequently, aircraft would have more flexibility to follow efficient routes in response to changing conditions. The loss of an airway structure, however, may make the process of detecting and resolving conflicts between aircraft more complex. Accordingly, automated conflict detection and resolution tools will be required to aid pilots and/or ground controllers in ensuring traffic separation.
A number modeling approaches have been applied in the past for conflict detection and resolution in aerospace, ground vehicle, and maritime applications. These models include a wide variety of techniques from varying viewpoints, but are all intended to provide an analytical basis for designing and evaluating conflict detection and resolution systems. Because the problem is complex and of high current interest, a categorization and evaluation of the different approaches would be valuable in providing a taxonomy of models and as a vehicle to point out salient advantages and limitations. This paper provides a summary and comparative evaluation of the approaches that have been used to perform conflict detection and resolution. The intent is not to specifically recommend any given model, since each is application-specific. Rather, the intent is to point out the advantages and disadvantages of each method and to identify common issues that should be considered.
The different approaches are examined in the context of the free flight environment. To provide a generic framework for discussion, a representation of the conflict detection and resolution process is outlined below.
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Model of Conflict Detection and Resolution
Any traffic management system in which vehicles are monitored and controlled to prevent collisions has certain basic functional requirements. At a high level, these requirements can be categorized into several phases, shown in Figure 1 .
As shown in Fig. 1 , the traffic environment must first be monitored and appropriate state information must be collected and disseminated using sensors and communications equipment. These states provide an estimate of the current traffic situation (e.g., current aircraft position and velocity). Due to sensor errors, there is, in general, some uncertainty in the values of these states.
A dynamic model is also required to project the states into the future in order to predict whether a conflict will occur. This projection may be based solely on current state information (e.g., a straight-line extrapolation of the current velocity vector) or may be based on additional, procedural information such as a flight plan. As with the current state information, there is generally some uncertainty in the estimate of the future trajectory.
Environment

Fig. 1 Conflict Detection and Resolution
Information regarding the current and predicted states can then be combined to derive metrics used to make traffic management decisions. Some examples include predicted time to closest point of approach, and predicted minimum separation. Whereas the current and projected states can generally be estimated separately for each aircraft, the conflict metrics require some form of aggregation of the states of the different vehicles involved.
Given the conflict metrics, a discrete decision (Conflict Detection) is then made regarding whether action is needed to maintain traffic separation. Often, this decision is based upon a simple check against thresholds (e.g., take action if predicted time to impact is less than some value), but could involve a more complex rulebased expert system. When action is needed, the Conflict Resolution phase involves determining an appropriate course of action and transmitting that information to the operators. For example, the Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) issues Resolution Advisories to the pilot that indicate a target rate of climb or descent to avoid a collision.
Either or both Conflict Detection and Conflict
Resolution may be automated or may be handled manually through procedures. For example, current Visual Flight Rules (VFR) place the responsibility for collision avoidance on the pilot, who must visually scan for traffic (conflict detection) and if a threat is perceived, take appropriate action according to a set of "rules of the road" (conflict resolution). Under current Instrument Flight Rules (IFR), an Air Traffic Controller monitors traffic separation using radar and issues vectors to aircraft when a conflict is projected to occur. If conflicts are not resolved by the human operators, resolution information is automatically issued by TCAS.
The phases represented in Figure 1 provide a generic framework by which conflict detection and resolution models can be compared. For the purposes of this paper, conflict detection can be thought of as the process of deciding when action should be taken, and conflict resolution involves determining how or what action should be performed. In practice, however, it is not always clear how to separate conflict detection from conflict resolution. For example, deciding when action is required may depend on the type of action that will be performed. Similarly, the type of action that is required may depend on how early that action begins.
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Scope
To provide insight into different methods of conflict detection and resolution, a literature search of previous research models and current operational and developmental systems was performed. A total of 33 different models or systems are discussed here. These models do not represent an exhaustive list, but are believed to cover the major approaches to the problem.
Additionally, a number of models have been developed to perform macroscopic studies of air traffic management. 2 Examples are TAAM, RAMS, or TMAC, which are summarized along with a number of other similar models in Ref. 2 . Conflict detection and resolution is only one of several submodels in these macroscopic tools. It is at the level of the submodels that this paper is directed. Thus, this paper does not compare TAAM against RAMS, for example, but does discuss the types of underlying algorithms that those models use. Additionally, some effort is underway investigating the human factors issues associated with conflict detection and resolution.
3 ' 4 However, this paper is directed only at numerical models for evaluating traffic conflict scenarios, not at human-centered issues.
Categorization of Modeling Approaches
Based on the framework in Figure 1 , the 33 models were catalogued based on their fundamental approaches to the conflict problem. To provide a consistent basis upon which the models are described, each model is classified according to the manner in which it is explicitly described in its reference. Thus, for example, a model defined here to address only horizontal conflicts could potentially be extended to work in three dimensions (and the need for such an extension may have been mentioned in the reference), but such an extension was not specifically covered in the reference. As another example, if a model outputs miss distance but does not provide an explicit threshold for determining when a conflict occurs, the model is not classified as providing Conflict Detection even though the model could be used to perform such a task. Table 1 shows the 33 models that were examined, listed alphabetically according to author identifier and reference number. Also shown is a brief summary of the key capability or application of the model. Each model is subsequently described in more detail below. Three of the models shown in Table 1 are existing operational systems: the Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) 32 , Ground Proximity Warning System (GPWS) 16 , and the Parallel Runway Monitor (PRM) 25 . The remaining models range from abstract representations of airspace to prototype conflict warning systems. Three of these models were developed for naval applications (Coenen et al. n , lijima et al.
19
, Taylor   31 ), but are still applicable to aviation. The Dimensions column shows whether the model involves purely the horizontal plane (H), vertical plane (V), or both (HV). Again, some models may be easily extended to cover additional dimensions, but such extension is not explicitly described in the reference.
States. Propagation, and Metrics
The majority of models cover either three-dimensions or the horizontal plane; only GPWS focuses solely on the vertical plane. It also must be noted that coverage of the horizontal plane does not necessarily mean that a complete description of the horizontal situation exists. For example, TCAS uses range and range-rate measurements to determine if a conflict exists; its alerting logic does not use bearing or a full description of a target's 3D position.
The States column outlines the primary state variables used by the model, according to the list in the Nomenclature section. In general, the states x and v are used to represent knowledge of current aircraft position and velocity vectors. In some cases, this information may be determined indirectly through range and bearing measurements; in others, there may be an assumed state vector datalink between aircraft. The notation flight plan indicates that the model requires not only the current state of the aircraft but also its future waypoints along its flight path.
Propagation shows how the model then uses the states to predict future trajectories. Three fundamental extrapolation methods are defined, termed Nominal (N), Probabilistic (P), and Worst-Case (W), and shown schematically in Figure 2 . In the Nominal method, the 1390 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Prototype alerting system for closely-spaced parallel approach
Determine magnitude of turn required to resolve conflict Absorbing Markov chain for estimating probability of conflict Calculate start of maneuver given a specified maneuver magnitude
Determine effect of bearing uncertainty on TCAS HI Probability-based collision detection for parallel approach Rule-based conflict resolution (naval)
Genetic Algorithm optimization of conflict resolution Force field model using realistic traffic environment Evaluation of TCAS alerts for mix of traffic Modified TCAS thresholds for uncertain threat aircraft acceleration Operational system for terrain avoidance
Formal definition of generalized alert zones Calculation of probability of conflict contours Expert system search for resolution maneuver (naval)
Repulsive force field plus vortex field model Determine optimal resolution maneuvers, define alert zone Determine optimal tactical and strategic maneuvers Evaluation of TCAS HI (lateral avoidance commands) Fast conflict prediction for traffic spacing in terminal area Operational system for parallel approach Describe limits on TCAS performance due to straight line projections Determine effect of tracking accuracy on capacity Use of intent and trajectory uncertainty to detect conflicts Identify conflicts based on worst-case turns or velocity changes Bin sorting to find conflicts When to act if rules of road are not followed by threat (naval)
Operational system for collision avoidance Determine optimal resolution maneuvers General framework for centralized/decentralized principled negotiation Model trajectory uncertainty using a confidence corridor Probability-based conflict detection, evaluation of avoidance options Repulsive force field and sliding force model____________ current states are projected into the future without direct consideration of uncertainties. An example would be extrapolating the aircraft's position based on its current velocity vector or turn rate (as shown in Fig. 2 ). In the Probabilistic method, uncertainties in the model are used to develop a set of possible future trajectories, each weighted by its probability of occurring. For example, a distribution of future aircraft positions could be obtained by modeling uncertainty in along-and cross-track guidance. In the Worst-Case method, some states are assumed to take on extreme values and used to propagate the states into the future. An example here could be assuming that the aircraft turns directly toward other traffic, even though such an event may be unlikely.
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Fig. 2 Propagation Method Schematic
Uncertainty shows which states, if any, are modeled with some degree of uncertainty. This may also include modeling human performance (e.g., response time). In 1391 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics ) also requires a series of utility functions to be defined by which aircraft and controllers make decisions. 27 Shepard et al. 28 Shewchun & Feron 29 Sridhar & Chatterji 30 Zeghal 38 Yang & Kuchar 37 Durand et al. 12 Tomlin et al. 33 Krozel et al. 21 Krozel & Peters 22 Burgess et al. 9 Coenen et al. 
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Conflict Detection and Resolution
organized first based on conflict detection, and then based on their approach to conflict resolution.
Xhe Detection column indicates (with a check mark) whether each model explicitly defines when action is required. Xhe upper third of Xable 3 shows models that do not provide this explicit threshold. Xhese models (e.g., Paielli & Erzberger 24 ) provide valuable, detailed tools and metrics upon which conflict detection decisions can be made, but do not explicitly draw the line between conflict and non-conflict. Models that are shown to provide conflict detection may use an extremely simple criterion (e.g., current range) to determine when a conflict exists or may use a complex threshold (e.g., based on probability of conflict). Xhus, one must be careful not to discount models just because they are shown to not provide conflict detection. As described above, these models may in fact provide a rigorous understanding of a conflict but just do not explicitly define a threshold.
Xhe Resolution column shows the basis by which responses to conflicts are determined. Xhree categories are included here: Prescribed (P), Optimized (O), and Force field (F).
Prescribed resolution maneuvers are determined a priori
based on a set of procedures. For example, GPWS issues a standard "Pull Up" warning when a conflict with terrain exists. GPWS does not perform additional computation to determine an optimal escape maneuver. AILS 5 and Carpenter & Kuchar 10 assume that a combined climbing-turn maneuver is always performed to avoid traffic on parallel approach.
Optimized conflict resolution can involve a rule-based decision or determining which of several avoidance options minimizes a given cost function. Several subcategories are included for some of the Optimization cases. Rule indicates that the situation is compared against a series of pre-defined rules to determine the course of action. TCAS, for example, searches through a set of potential climb or descend maneuvers and chooses the least-aggressive maneuver that still provides adequate protection. OCT indicates that an approach based on optimal control theory is used: cost functions and constraints are defined and an optimal solution is determined. Game and GA indicate the use of game theory or genetic algorithms, respectively. Force field approaches model each aircraft as a charged particle and use modified electrostatic equations to determine resolution maneuvers. The repulsive forces between aircraft are used to define the maneuver each performs to avoid a collision.
A "-" in the Resolution column indicates that the model does not provide an explicit output of an avoidance action. Thus, the center third of Table 3 is made of models that perform conflict detection but do not explicitly consider conflict resolution. In some cases, successful conflict resolution is presumed -the focus of the model is then on detecting or counting conflicts. The lower third of Table 3 includes models that perform both conflict detection and conflict resolution.
The Maneuvers column indicates what types of resolution maneuvers are allowed. Possible maneuvers include Turns (T), Vertical maneuvers (V), and Speed changes (S). The notation TV, for example, means that either turns or vertical maneuvers may be performed (but not both simultaneously). In some cases, combined maneuvers may be performed, indicated by C(). Thus, C(TV), for example, indicates that a simultaneous climbing or descending turn may be performed.
The Cooperation column shows whether the model accepts some form of cooperative solution between aircraft. This includes: Assumed cooperation (A), in which all aircraft are assumed to coordinate their actions; Non-cooperative (N), in which other aircraft are assumed to act without coordination; and Optional cooperation, in which the model may be used in both Assumed and Non-cooperative cases.
Finally, the Multi-A/C column describes how the model handles more than two aircraft simultaneously.
This can take two forms: Pairwise (P), in which multiple conflicts are addressed sequentially in pairs; and Global (G), in which the entire traffic situation is examined simultaneously to determine the resolution maneuver.
Discussion Propagation
The most important difference between modeling approaches involves the method by which the current state is projected into the future. This extrapolation forms a major part of how conflicts are managed. The
Nominal projection method is the most straightforward, and provides a first-order estimate of where and how conflicts will occur. Nominal projections, however, do not account for the possibility that an aircraft does not behave as predicted by the dynamic model. This uncertainty is especially important in long-term, strategic conflict detection.
The other extreme of dynamic modeling is to examine the Worst-case projection. Here, the potential for a conflict is determined assuming that an aircraft performs the most detrimental maneuver; thus Worst-case approaches are conservative. It may be the case, however, that such worst-case maneuvers are extremely unlikely, and protecting against them may severely reduce overall traffic capacity.-Still, the worst-case approach allows one to set bounds on achievable performance and may be appropriate for concepts of free flight in which aircraft are constrained to remain within a given maneuvering corridor.
A Probabilistic approach appears to provide a reasonable balance between relying too heavily on an aircraft adhering to the dynamic model vs. relying too heavily that an aircraft performs worst-case maneuvers. The advantage of a Probabilistic approach is that decisions can be made on the fundamental likelihood of a conflict; safety and unnecessary alert rate can be considered directly. However, the logic behind a probability-based system can be difficult to convey to operators, possibly reducing their confidence. 39 There may also be difficulty in modeling the probabilities with which different future trajectories will be followed.
Optimization approaches typically combine a kinematic model with a set of cost metrics. An optimal resolution strategy is then determined by solving for the trajectories with the lowest cost. This requires the definition of appropriate cost functions -a process that may be fairly straightforward for economic costs but difficult for modeling subjective human utilities. Costs typically include fuel or time, but could also cover workload or safety. Because free flight concepts are generally centered on strategic resolution of conflicts before immediate tactical maneuvering is required, economic costs and operator workload will be important to the alerting decision.
Expert system methods use rule-bases to categorize conflicts and decide whether to alert and/or resolve a conflict. These models can be complex and require a large number of rules to completely cover all possible encounter situations. Additionally, it may be difficult to certify that the system always operates as intended, and the "experts" used to develop or train the system may in fact not use the best strategy in resolving conflicts. However, the rule-base, by design, may be easier to follow and understand than a complex mathematical algorithm.
A force field method, while attractive in the sense that a conflict resolution solution is continuously available using relatively simple equations, has some pathologies that make it difficult to be used in operation. For example, a solution from a force field model may require that an aircraft continually make a series of gradual turns and speed changes. This requires a high level of guidance on the flight deck and increases complexity beyond issuing simple heading vectors. Additionally, some solutions may include cusps or other non-physical trajectories that must be corrected in post-processing.
The use of thresholds is currently the standard method in operational systems such as TCAS, GPWS, or PRM. These systems use a relatively simple threshold based on time to impact or time to closest point of approach. These systems are generally well-understood by operators but only implicitly consider aircraft performance and the geometry of a conflict. For example, certain geometries may require more time to resolve than others, but temporal approaches do not take geometry directly into account. Instead, the temporal threshold is selected through an analysis of different types of encounters so as to maximize safety while reducing unnecessary alerts as much as possible.
Coordination and Multiple Conflicts
Coordinating conflict resolution between aircraft has two primary benefits. First, the required magnitude of maneuvering is reduced when both aircraft maneuver when compared against a case in which only one aircraft maneuvers. Second, coordination helps ensure that both aircraft do not maneuver in a direction which could prolong Or intensify the conflict. However, a system designed assuming coordination should also be evaluated in cases in which coordination is not carried out as planned. This would provide some measure of the robustness of the system to datalink failure or pilot error.
In a realistic traffic environment, it will be necessary that a conflict detection and resolution system be able to manage more than one conflict at a time. As mentioned earlier, there are basically two methods by which multiple conflicts can be handled. In the first, each pair of conflicts is examined and solved sequentially. If a conflict solution produces a new conflict, the original solution may be modified until a conflict-free solution is found. This is the approach taken by TCAS, and is effective but also could potentially fail in certain situations. A global solution involves considering the entire traffic situation when detecting and resolving conflicts, and while more complex, may be more robust. For example, consider the situation shown in Fig. 3 . On the left, a pairwise solution is shown. The host aircraft detects a conflict with a coaltitude threat and attempts to climb or descend. Neither solution is acceptable since it produces a conflict with another aircraft. On the right, a global solution considers all three threat aircraft simultaneously and determines that the climb or descent maneuver must begin earlier than required for any one threat in order to safely resolve the conflict. At the least, models should be examined in multi-aircraft situations to determine their robustness to this type of problem.
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Concluding Remarks
It is clear from this non-comprehensive survey of models that there are a large number and variety of approaches to the conflict detection and resolution problem. In regard to free flight, however, it will be important that, when a model is applied, a larger set of issues is considered than is typically the case in the models that were reviewed. These issues include the effects of uncertainty, ability to handle multiple conflicts, coordination, computational requirements, implementation issues, pilot and controller acceptance, robustness to degradation or failure, and perhaps most importantly, verification and certification requirements. The majority of the models covered here do not adequately address these concerns; however, they do represent initial efforts into understanding the complex air traffic conflict problem.
